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ABSTRACT

Decker, Aspen, M.A., Autumn 2021

Linguistics

Demonstratives in Nsélišcn ‘Montana Salish’
Chairperson: Dr. Leora Bar-el

This thesis presents a detailed analysis of the Nsélišcn ‘Montana Salish’ demonstrative system. I
propose that there are three features encoded in the demonstratives that I examined in this
thesis: (i) proximity of the speaker in relation of the referent, (ii) common ground between the
speaker and addressee and (iii) visibility of the referent. I further propose that the Nsélišcn
demonstrative system distinguishes three degrees of proximity: proximal, medial, and distal.
Nsélišcn is a member of the Southern Interior branch of the Salishan language family. The data
analyzed in this thesis was collected from native Nsélišcn speakers.
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1. INTRODUCTION
When I began learning Nsélišcn as a child, my late teacher Patlik Pierre would frequently teach
the demonstratives in his class. I remember his voice having an upbeat rhythm when saying the
demonstratives while gesturing towards the referent. It was a fun game of memorizing the
demonstratives then repeating both the demonstrative and sign back to him.
This research presents an analysis of the Nsélišcn demonstratives. The aim is to identify
the features that are encoded in the Nsélišcn demonstrative system. My analysis is mainly based
on data collected with first language speakers of Nsélišcn.
According to Diessel (1999), languages typically have at least two demonstratives that
encode locations that are either proximal or distal to the deictic center. An instances of a twoterm deictic system is Modern English: this, that and here, there. My proposal is that there are
three features encoded in the Nsélišcn demonstrative system: proximity, common ground, and
visibility. The Nsélišcn demonstrative system encodes three degrees of proximity: proximal,
medial, and distal. The proximal demonstratives are split into three categories. Proximal 1
demonstratives are used when the referent is in the hand of the speaker. Proximal 2
demonstratives are used to refer to referents within reaching distance of the speaker and are
often accompanied by pointing towards the referent. Proximal 3 demonstratives are used when
the referent is approximately five feet away from the speaker.
During my data collection, I used culturally significant objects for referents and culturally
relevant instances while working with the elders. It was important to me to use an Indigenous
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methodology while studying the demonstrative system, to bring awareness and equality for
Indigenous approaches in academia.

2. The Nsélišcn Language and Community of Speakers
Nsélišcn[nsɛlɪʃtsən ‘Salish language’ is the language of one of the Indigenous tribes of Montana.
The Séliš refer to their language amongst themselves as nqlixʷcn ‘Indian language’ and Nsélišcn
when referring to the language to an outsider. The linguistic literature sometimes uses the term
“Montana Salish” to refer to this Salishan language (Thomason & Thomason, 2004). Nsélišcn is
an Interior Salishan language spoken on the Flathead Indian Reservation in northwest Montana
by an estimated 16 speakers. I use the term Salishan when I am referring to the entire language
family as a whole and Séliš (Salish) when referring to my Salish tribe.
The Salishan language family comprises twenty-three languages (Davis, 2019). Nsélišcn
is located the furthest southeast of the Salishan languages. There are two Salish tribes that
currently reside in Montana on the Flathead Indian Reservation.
The T<atʔ̓ ayaqn ‘Bitterroot Salish’ and the Ql <ispé ‘Upper Kalispel’ also known as ‘Pend
d'Oreille’. The Salish tribe in Usk, Washington is known as Lower Ql <ispé and the Montana tribe
is known as Upper Ql <ispé. The terms Upper and Lower refer to the location of the tribes with
respect to the river (i.e., upstream, downstream). Figure 1 below shows the aboriginal territories
and names of the Salishan languages, adapted from Davis 2019. I illustrated the map and digital
art/figures throughout this thesis.
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Figure 1. Salishan Language Map
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2.2. TLatʔ̓ ayaqn History
T<atʔ̓ ayaqn were a nomadic tribe that had seasonal camp sites that were located throughout
Montana, Idaho, and Washington. However, their primary home for much of the year was in the
Bitterroot Valley near Hamilton, Montana. Missoula, Montana was the area in which the
T<atʔ̓ ayaqn would go to dig bitterroot. Missoula is located within the traditional homelands of the
T<atʔ̓ ayaqn and Ql <ispé peoples who have lived here for a deca millenium. The name Missoula
comes from the Bitterroot Salish word Nmesulétkʷ. Patlik Pierre said that “Nmesuletkw means
3

extremely cool water, a reference to how cold the water was after the ice age” (Briggeman,
2015).
This name, Nmesulétkʷ has been used since the existence of Glacial Lake Missoula, for
over 12,000 years. The first Europeans to arrive here borrowed the word and modified it to
Missoula. T<atʔ̓ ayaqn began using an additional term for Missoula called the ‘place of the small
bulltrout’ Nłʔaycčstm, or Nłʔay, which refers to the Missoula area. Though these terms originally
referred to a major camp located where Rattlesnake Creek flows into the Clark Fork River, which
is just across the river from the University of Montana (Salish and Pend d’Orielle Cultural
Committee, 2005:8-9).
In 1855, in what is now Council Grove State Park, the T<atʔ̓ ayaqn people gathered to meet
about the Hellgate Treaty. During the Hellgate Treaty of 1855 meeting, chief Xʷełx̣ƛ̓cin ‘Plenty
Horses’ aka Chief Victor insisted on staying in the Bitterroot Valley and refused to sign the treaty
(Séliš Ql <ispé Culture Committee 2019). 28 years later Xʷełx̣ƛ̓cin’s son Słm̓ x̣e Q< ʷox̣qeys ‘little
grizzly bear claws’, Head Chief of the T<atʔ̓ ayaqn from 1870 to 1910, continued his father’s legacy
and intent to stay in the Bitterroot Valley. However, the United States President at the time,
James Garfield, forged the "x" mark for Słm̓ x̣e Q< ʷox̣qeys onto the treaty. In 1883 Senator G.G
confirmed that the claim of the “x” forgery was indeed true (Séliš Ql <ispé Culture Committee,
2019).
White expansion significantly increased in the Bitterroot Valley after the establishment of
the Missoula and Bitterroot Valley Railroad, which was built in 1888.
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The increase in white settlement caused hardships for the T<atʔ̓ ayaqn. Chief Xʷełx̣ƛ̓cin
ultimately agreed to move to the Flathead Indian Reservation with a few stipulations, including
the guarantee of housing and other resources for the Salish people upon arrival.
Figure 2. Chief Charlo

The U.S. government decided upon the
immediate relocation of the Salish people
living in the Bitterroot Valley. Consequently,
the tribe did not plant their usual crops,
which led to the starvation of the people
(Séliš Ql <ispé Culture Committee 2019).
Many families had to sell their stoves and
other household belongings for food (Séliš
Ql <ispé Culture Committee 2019).

The T<atʔ̓ ayaqn “trail of tears” began in October of 1891 with the abrupt removal from their
homes by General Henry B. Carrington and U.S. troops from Fort Missoula. They marched the
T<atʔ̓ ayaqn people from Stevensville to the Flathead Indian Reservation (Séliš Ql <ispé Culture
Committee, 2019).
The U.S. government carried out this forced assimilation, removal, and genocide against
the Salish in their efforts to acquire land. One attempt to assimilate Indigenous children to the
white man’s world, was using boarding schools. Carlisle Indian Boarding School was the first
5

boarding school established in 1879 by the federal government and was operated by Colonel
Richard Pratt (Stout, 2012). Following Carlisle Indian School numerous boarding schools were
founded throughout the U.S. and Canada, including Ursuline Academy in St. Ignatius, Montana.
Speaking in their Native tongue and/or practicing their culture was forbidden and punishment
followed for using it.
According to Pember (2019. p. 1) Students were physically punished for speaking their
Native languages. Survivors have described a culture of pervasive physical and sexual abuse at
the schools. Food and medical attention were often scarce; many students died. Their parents
sometimes learned of their death only after they had been buried in school cemeteries, some of
which were unmarked.” Many of the T<atʔ̓ ayaqn and Ql <ispé went through similar atrocities at the
Ursuline Academy.
The Ursuline Academy in Saint Ignatius was a boarding school for T<atʔ̓ ayaqn, Ql <ispé, and
other Indigenous children. Indigenous families did not have a choice in the matter of their
children attending boarding schools. The children were forcibly removed from their homes and
families. While attending the Ursuline boarding school, children endured countless instances of
sexual, physical, mental, and emotional abuse (Bixler, 2018. p. 1). The government’s attempt to
eradicate Indigenous languages and culture through education and isolation of Indigenous
children from their families largely contributed to the major decrease in Nsélišcn and Nql <spélišcn
‘Kalispel language’ speakers in the Salish communities.
The Indigenous tribes in the U.S. were finally able to practice culture publicly after the
American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978 (AIRFA), which protects the rights of Indigenous
6

populations in the U.S. to exercise their traditional religions. Today, the Confederated Salish and
Kootenai Tribes (CSKT) are a sovereign nation with a robust self-determined political
government, that protects the T<atʔ̓ ayaqn, Kootenai, and Ql <ispé people.
The history described above is only the more recent events since European contact. Thus,
to understand prehistoric contexts of the Salish people, it is important to learn about the oral
traditions. Salish people have taught through oral storytelling or coyote stories since time
immemorial to perpetuate culture and history. T<atʔ̓ ayaqn and Ql <ispé sqʷllumt ‘coyote stories’
tell of the origins of the Salish people. The following section presents the creation story of how
the Salish people came to be.

2.3. Sqʷllumt ‘coyote story’ Origins of Salish People
The creation of the Séliš people is known through coyote stories. It is important that we recognize
the origins of the people through their epistemology and enculturation through storytelling. The
Séliš coyote stories are only to be told in the winter months when there is snow on the ground,
until it melts or the first thunderstorm in the spring. The sqʷll <umt ‘coyote story’ about the
creation of the Salish/humans tells of the ‘killing of monsters’ that snčlep ‘coyote’ did to prepare
for the arrival of mankind. See Appendix 2 for the full creation sqʷll <umt ‘Coyote, Fox, and the
Monsters’.
The sqʷll <umt oral storytelling is still an integral part of Séliš culture today. This Séliš origin
story demonstrates the structure of many of the sqʷll <umt and helps to understand my inspiration
for the contemporary story I wrote about Bison and Fox (see §7).
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2.4. Author’s Nsélišcn background
I am an enrolled member of the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes (CSKT, T<atʔ̓ ayaqn,
Ql <ispé & Sqlsé) and speaker of my tribal language, Nsélišcn. Speaking Salish was part of my
upbringing, primarily learned from my great aunts and fluent tribal elders that lived in Arlee.
During the Salish winter dances and cultural events were the main instances I heard and
interacted with Nsélišcn.
When I was thirteen years old, I attended Nk<ʷusm Salish Immersion School in Arlee,
Montana. Nk<ʷusm was established in 2002 in efforts to revitalize Nsélišcn with an emphasis
on teaching Salish history, culture, and language. Initially this immersion school started out
with only a preschool classroom and within a few years grew into a Kindergarten to eighth
grade school. There were three fluent elder teachers when I attended Nk<ʷusm. I began
intensively learning Nsélišcn from my late elder Patlik (Pat) Pierre who taught in the older
kid’s classroom. Learning Nsélišcn from Patlik came easy for me, because I already knew
some of the basics of Nsélišcn and he always used Plains Indian Sign language, or Stq̓ lséčt
while speaking which helped me understand any words that I did not know. We regularly
went on fieldtrips in the mountains to gather native plants and experience hands-on culture
while learning Nsélišcn. At that time the Ql s< pé language curriculum had not yet been
developed and there was little Nsélišcn learning materials. Thus, every day I gave Patlik a
list of words that I wanted translated because I was determined to learn Nsélišcn. During
recess and lunch breaks I would sit and visit with Patlik and Stipn Small Salmon in Nsélišcn.
It was a good feeling to be able to sit with these two elders and be able to understand their
conversations. The extra time I spent visiting with the elders also helped with my fluency
8

and motivated me to continue learning Nsélišcn. I dedicate my passion for learning Nsélišcn
to my sxʷm̓ im̓ éy̓em ‘teacher’ Patlik. I took his words to heart on my first day at Nk6ʷusm
about keeping the language alive and needing more youth to learn who they are as Salish
people, by learning our language. His words resonated with me and from that moment I
knew that my mission was to learn Nsélišcn and help with language revitalization in my
community.
Furthering my Nsélišcn learning, I moved to Usk, Washington to work with the Ql i< spé
‘Kalispel’ Language Program. Nql <spélišcn ‘Kalispel language’ is a dialect closely related to
Nsélišcn. I was a language apprentice that went through the 6-level, two-year Nql <spélišcn
curriculum. The curriculum helped me further my fluency and writing ability of the
language.
Being a Ql i< spé language apprentice was a great opportunity for me to work with
three fluent elders. Every day of the week we had time set aside for elder immersion
sessions, where the three fluent elders Čolé, Smoq̓ ʷeʔ, and Ečšwiš Nłamqé would tell
stories and visit only in Nsélišcn. When I became pregnant with my šitmišlt ‘first born’, I
decided it was time to move back to Montana and start helping with language revitalization
in my own tribal community. I began working at the CSKT Early Childhood Services as the
Nsélišcn teacher. While I was pregnant, I began talking to my šitmišlt only in Nsélišcn and
would visit with elders in the language. I would frequently visit with an elderly woman that
worked in the building next to my workplace. When my šitmišlt was born, it was as if she
recognized the voices of the elders that I visited with during my pregnancy. Every time we
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would visit with the elderly woman and Patlik, my first born would get excited and start
kicking and cooing when she heard them talk. In the following years, I stayed committed to
only speaking Nsélišcn to all four of my children. My husband who is a learner not a fluent
speaker also consistently reenforces Nsélišcn to our children. They are the first bilingual
first-language Salish speakers in my tribe in over 70 years.
Following my bachelor’s degree, I taught Nsélišcn at Saint Ignatius High School and Salish
Kootenai College (SKC). I taught the Nql <spélišcn curriculum at both SKC and at Saint Ignatius High
School. Counting my six years of teaching at CSKT Early Childhood Services, I have taught Nsélišcn
for over eight years now.
As a way to further preserve my language, I decided to pursue a Masters in linguistics. I
felt my fluency in Nsélišcn could be elevated by becoming aware of the underlying functions of
my language. Additionally, I believe that using linguistic descriptions about Nsélišcn can
ultimately help me to document and preserve my language. Throughout my undergraduate
program in Tribal Historic Preservation at SKC and my graduate Linguistics courses at the
University of Montana, I primarily conducted research and wrote about Nsélišcn in my academic
papers. Nsélišcn revitalization and cultural perpetuation have always been my top priority.
The multi-generational gap of first-language Salish speakers is tied to Indian boarding
schools. My great grandfather was a Salish translator between the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA)
and the CSKT. He went to the Ursuline Academy boarding school in Saint Ignatius, Montana. My
Yayá ‘maternal grandmother’ told me how her father had many scars, particularly across his
hands from speaking Nsélišcn at the Ursulines. The scars are a result of the punishment inflicted
on children for speaking their Native tongue.
10

As a result of historical trauma, many of the boarding school survivors chose not to speak
the language to their children. The social injustices that occurred against my family, community,
and Indigenous peoples, makes me strive even harder to speak the language to ensure that it is
passed too generations to come.

3. PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON SALISHAN DEMONSTRATIVE SYSTEMS
In this section I provide an overview of previous research on demonstrative systems in Salish.
Salishan languages have particles and demonstratives that encode visibility, proximity, common
ground, and specificity. Demonstratives in these systems consist of particles combined in order
to express different pragmatic information. While there has been much research on other
Salishan determiner and demonstrative systems, researchers have not focused on the Nsélišcn
dialect of the Salishan family. There are several similarities within the Salishan language family
that support the claims of this thesis.

3.1 Okanagan
Lyon (2013) proposes that Okanagan demonstratives encode referent movement and spatial
distinctions in relation to the speaker. There are two classes of Okanagan demonstratives: 1)
predicative demonstrative adverbials; and 2) individual-denoting demonstratives (Lyon, 2013).
The Okanagan prepositions l ‘at’, t ‘source’, tl ‘from’, and k6l ‘towards’ are related to
demonstrative adverbs (Mattina, 1973). These prepositions occur in the demonstrative adverbs
as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Okanagan demonstratives
Simple
Demonstratives

Demonstrative Adverbs
Location

Source

Direction
From

Direction
To

Proximal

axáʔ

aláʔ

atáʔ

atláʔ

ak=láʔ

Distal

ixíʔ

ilíʔ

itíʔ

itlíʔ

iklíʔ

(Lyon, 2013: 106)

In this thesis I show that Nsélišcn prepositions and particles combine to form demonstratives.
Lyon shows that Okanagan demonstratives can co-occur with a determiner. In this thesis I show
that in Nsélišcn demonstratives also co-occur with determiners and noun phrases.
Lyon argues that Okanagan determiner iʔ is used for both specific and non-specific
referents and oblique marker t is used in non-specific instances:

1. Kʷ in-[n]t axáʔ t
púk<ʷlaʔ
take-DIR DEM OBL ball
Take this ball.
2. Kʷ in-[n]t axáʔ iʔ púk<ʷlaʔ
Take-DIR DEM DET ball
Take this ball

(Lyon, 2013: 112)

In my analysis of Nsélišcn, łu appears to be similar to the determiner iʔ in Okanagan. Like
Okanagan iʔ, the Nsélišcn determiner łu can be used for both specific and non-specific referents,
whereas the Nsélišcn demonstrative łi is used to for a specific referent only. łu and łi are discussed
further in §5.
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L
3.2 Qlispé
The Ql <ispé ‘Kalispel’ language is the closest dialect to Nsélišcn; the differences between the
dialects are mainly in pronunciation. The Ql <ispé tribe is located down river from the Flathead
Nation. According to Vogt (1940) Kalispel particles ye ‘this’, ci ‘that’, and łu ‘the’ share
characteristics with šey ‘referring to an object, time or space that expresses agreement’ in that
they all have deictic functions that can be spatial or temporal. Vogt (1940) notes that the
prepositions l ‘in’, č ̓ ‘to’, t ‘by’, x̣ʷl 6 ‘for’, and tl 6 ‘from’ along with pronominal particles form
demonstratives lʔé ‘here’, lci ‘there’, lšeʔi ‘there’, and lčén ‘where, how’. The prepositions l ‘in’
appears in each of these demonstratives. The demonstrative lci ‘there’ consists of the preposition
l 6; when conjoined with the particle ci has the meaning ‘in that there’. The Kalispel demonstratives
described by Vogt (1940) are given in Table 2 below.

Table 2. Kalispel Demonstratives
#

Kalispel

Gloss

3

čʔé

‘to this place’

4
5

lʔé
tl <ʔé

‘here’
‘from this place’

6

tʔé

‘passing by here’

7

‘where are you’

8

kʷeʔci
̓
čłúʔ

9

weʔ

‘adverb continuative/or completive form of the verb’

‘over there’
(Vogt, 1940)

The demonstratives in Table 2 are also used in the Nsélišcn dialect.
Some Kalispel particles function as demonstratives, such as ye ‘this close to the speaker’,
that has also developed into other forms such as łiʔe (from łu ye) and yéʔe. Vogt (1940) argues
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that the place-adverbs ciʔ ‘this that’(near the addressee) and e̓ ‘here now’ tend to be paired with
prepositions. He suggests the form łiʔé is derived from *łuʔyé. In this thesis I show that the
particles as mentioned by Vogt as well as addition particles, combine to form Nsélišcn
demonstratives.

3.4 Spokane
Spokane is another dialect closely related to Nsélišcn; the particles and demonstratives in
Spokane are nearly identical. Carlson (1972) proposes that deictic particles tend to follow the
adjunct marked by ł ‘secondary importance’. The particle uʔ ‘particular’ precedes ł to form łuʔ.
Carlson also claims that hi ‘specifically noted’ is reduced to i and is followed by the secondary
importance particle ł to form łi. The data below shows the use of Spokane łi and łu particles:
10. Wíčn łuʔ šeʔ sqélixʷ
‘I saw that Indian’
11. Wíčn łi šéʔ sqélixʷ
‘I saw that Indian’
12. Púlstn łi cíʔ sqélixʷ
‘I killed that Indian near you’

Carlson (1972: 58)

The difference between the sentence in (10) and (11) above is that the referent in (10) is
particular but not specifically noted while the referent in (11) is specifically noted (Carlson 1972).
The sentence in (12) has the ciʔ particle which Carlson suggest is used for a referent near the
addressee. Nsélišcn uses many of the same particles as Spokane.
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3.5 Klallam
Montler (2007) proposes that the Klallam demonstrative determiner/pronoun system
distinguishes invisible and feminine referents. Klallam demonstratives also distinguish whether a
referent is specific or non-specific. Certain demonstratives indicate whether referents were
previously mentioned or known discourse (Montler 2007). Nsélišcn demonstratives are also
distinguished on the basis of specific and non-specific, which is described in this thesis as the
feature common ground § 5.2.

4. METHODS
The data used in this research was collected from a group of 78 and older first language Nsélišcn
speaking elders, Čolé Johnny Arlee, Ipá Eva Boyd, Angie Andrews, Rose O’bennick and Shirley
Trahan. I have known these elders since I was a child. I conducted elicitation sessions with each
of them during the course of my research. My approach in this research includes both a Western
linguistics methodology and an Indigenous methodology for data gathering and analysis. The
Indigenous methodologies include using traditional oral storytelling and culturally significant
objects to elicit and analyze demonstrative data. I also use my own Indigenous ledger art as
illustrations to depict content in the research. The photographs that appear in this section are
ones that I took.

4.1 Linguistic Methodology
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The data used in my analysis was collected during elicitations with the Nsélišcn elders.
Additionally, I used unpublished documents from Čolé Arlee, and dictionary entries in the séliš
nyʔonuntn (Pete, 2011). The following data entries are from the séliš nyoʔnuntn.

seliš nyoʔnuntn
13. ihéʔ - here; this in hand; this at hand.
14. łiheʔ - these here in hand.
15. łiʔe – this; here; specifically this one.
16. šey̓ - that in general; there, confirming/concurring; yes concurring. As a demonstrative
this particle is used to indicate something that in general away from the speaker but
within sight.
17. ƛ̓iʔe – this (more specific than łiʔe).
18. łišeʔ - that specifically. This particle is used when indicating something specific away from
the speaker but within sight.
19. Łiciʔ - that very one. This particle is used when indicating a specific object at a distance.
20. Łiłuʔ - that one in general.
21. Šʔeʔ - here. Said as someone would make it known they were giving you something.
22. tʔe – here in general. These two particle combined create generalization.
(Pete, 2011)
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4.2 Integrating Indigenous Methodology
Tribal epistemology in my research is essential to me because it is a way of providing more
representation of Indigenous methodologies in academia. According to Smith (2019), the use of
Indigenous methodologies and holistic frameworks that reflect diverse communities and cultural
contexts are increasing in academia across the globe. Indigenous research methodologies will
continue to develop if Indigenous scholars are being supported. In the recent past, Indigenous
peoples were overlooked and discredited for the Indigenous science documented by tribal
communities. Within the recent past, Indigenous approaches have become more accepted in
academia, however, there is still a great deal of disapproval of non-Western methods (Smith
2019). In this thesis, I chose to include aspects of Indigenous methodologies and perspectives. In
some cases, there is overlap between Western and Indigenous sciences. For instance, linguists
often facilitate elicitations with native speakers to gather new data on a target language. Similarly
in Indigenous communities, knowledge is typically sought from an elder or knowledge keeper of
the community. One of the linguistic methods for eliciting demonstrative data is using a physical
object for the referent. I used culturally relevant objects for referents in my data collection. I
chose sweetgrass and woven sally bags for these objects because of their importance to the Séliš
people. In the following section I elaborate on the reasons I picked sweetgrass and sally bags.

4.3. Culturally Significant Referents
As a researcher who is a member of the T<atʔ̓ ayaqn and Ql <ispé community, I utilized my cultural
knowledge from my upbring and personal experience for identifying culturally significant
objects for this research. The culture that I was born into contributes greatly to the person I am
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today and my strong sense of identity. My culture is something that signifies a holistic
worldview and individuality. The two main objects that were used in this research were a braid
of sx̣eséstiyé ‘something that smells good/sweetgrass’ and a nšlštalqʷtn ‘sally bag'. Among the
T<atʔ̓ ayaqn people sx̣eséstiyé is considered sacred and smudging is an integral part of the
culture. Smudging means to burn the dried braid of sx̣eséstiyé (see Figure 3) and motion the
smoke towards yourself.

Figure 3. sx̣ eséstiyé ‘Sweetgrass’

The sx̣eséstiyé is significant to the T<atʔ̓ ayaqn people because it is used for prayer and ceremony.
It is used for smudging and purifying the intended space. The sx̣eséstiyé can be woven into
baskets and other items. Sx̣eséstiyé connects to Indigenous ways of knowing, for instance, “The
sweetgrass and porcupine quill birch box captivates a perspective of Indigenous Knowledge, a
paradigm that offers the ontological and epistemological ways of being and knowing, relational
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axiology, storytelling and dreaming” (Smith, 2019. p. 281). Using sx̣eséstiyé in my research is a
symbolic way to bless my research so that I succeed in documenting the Nsélišcn demonstrative
system.
Nšlštalqʷtn ‘sally bag’, as shown in Figure 4, is a basket made for collecting berries, plants,
roots, and used to store foods and other items.

Figure 4. Nšlštalqʷtn ‘Sally Bag’

The nšlštalqʷtn is still used as an active part of T<atʔ̓ ayaqn culture today. The nšlštalqʷtn in figure
4 was made by Eva Boyd a fluent Nsélišcn speaker. As stated by Eva Boyd, “They’re part of our
understanding of who we are as Indian people” (Judy, 2011, p. 71). Culture and language are
often present when making the nšlštalqʷtn and a way of enculturation. Boyd mentions “We have
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great respect for our elders with this knowledge. It’s almost like talking with a great-aunt or
grandmother. It relates to close family ties. You get together and talk. It’s a way of passing on
other cultural information and stories” (Judy, 2011. p.71). Boyd was talking about the knowledge
and stories learned throughout the process of making a nšlštalqʷtn. I wanted to use an object
that correlates to the past, present, and future of our culture. Using culturally significant objects
is a way of connecting to ancestral ways of being and a perpetual use of these objects. Indigenous
cultures are often “…characterized by their conceptions of the interconnectedness of all life;
perpetual movement of all through space and time; connection between the past, present, and
future; and life and death as aspects of the same thing” (Harris, 2004:64). This means that
Indigenous peoples feel a sense of connection to the ancestors which links our present and
future. Continuing to use these traditional objects serve to honor our ancestors’ ways of knowing.
Our language and culture will continue because of this intergenerational knowledge transfer.
According to Fishman (1991), Reversing Language Shift (RLS) can be effectively avoided by using
the natural process of language being spoken in the home, family, and neighborhood in which
the target language is transmitted. Including cultural values along with Nsélišcn in this research
can assist language speakers and learners with understanding the cultural significance of
intergenerational transfer in the community along with the cultural context.

4.4 The Séliš seasonal round
In my data collection, I chose to use an event in the Séliš seasonal round. The seasonal round is
a term commonly used among Indigenous peoples. It refers to the traditional events that occur
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throughout the year. These include ceremonies, gatherings, powwow celebrations, bison hunt,
salmon fishing, and gathering of native plants.
Scenarios presented to speakers during data collection were about the seasonal
bitterroot digs and the creation story of the sp̓ eƛ̓m̓ ‘bitterroot’. According to Bear Don’t Walk
(2019) the Bitterroot Salish peoples welcome the return of bitterroot each spring and bless these
roots. One of the customs for the bitterroot is once the roots are peeled, the heart of the plant
is returned to the ground along with the leaf tops to honor and respect the bitterroot (Bear Don’t
Walk, 2019). The sp̓ eƛ̓m̓ is peeled by pulling off the outer skin of roots. Once the roots are peeled,
they are dried in the sun and stored for winter. The common meal prepared with the sp̓ eƛ̓m̓ is
słaq ‘service berry’ soup. The słaq helps eliminate the bitter flavor of the sp̓ eƛ̓m̓ and sweetens it.
Figure 5 below is a picture of freshly dug sp̓ eƛ̓m̓ that had not been peeled.

Figure 5. Sp̓ eƛ̓m̓ ‘Bitterroot’
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The sp̓ eƛ̓m̓ was dug throughout Nłʔayčstm ‘Missoula valley’ before European contact. It grew
plentiful throughout Montana and into the Northwest. The creation story tells of the history of
how the sp̓ eƛ̓m̓ came to be and how it saved the T<atʔ̓ ayaqn people. In §4.5, the story about the
sp̓ eƛ̓m̓ provides context of why the sp̓ eƛ̓m̓ is important to the T<atʔ̓ ayaqn peoples.
4.5 Story of the Sp̓ eƛ̓m̓
“There was once a great famine. During those sad days there lived an old woman.
She was worried because her children were slowly starving. The family had no meat
and no fish. Her sons did their best to survive on old dried-up shoots of balsamroot.
‘My sons have nothing to eat and will soon be dead’, the old woman sobbed. ‘I will
go to the river and sing my death song.’ So, she went to the river and knelt down she
wept with her face on the ground. Her grey hair covered the earth and bitter tears
flowed as she sang her death song. The Sun came over the mountain and heard the
woman crying and singing. The Sun saw the grieving woman and called to her
guardian spirit, ‘your child cries in sorrow for her starving people, go and comfort
her with beauty that grows from dead things and comfort her with food.’ Her
guardian spirit took the form of a bird and flew down to the weeping woman. It
settled in the silver of her hair and whispered, ‘your bitter tears have soaked the
earth beneath you. Even now they are mixing with plants that have died. They are
making roots of a new plant. The plant will have leaves that are close to the ground
and silver like your hair. Its blossom will have the rose color of my wing feathers.
Your children will dig the roots of this new plant. Though it will taste bitter like your
tears, they will know it is good food and they will grow to love it. People will see the
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flower and say, ‘here is the silver of our mother’s hair upon the ground and the rose
from the wings of the spirit bird. Our mother’s tears of bitterness have given us
food.” (Salish Kootenai College 2008, told by Johnny Arlee).

The story of the sp̓ eƛ̓m̓ has been told for generations keeping the spirit of the sp̓ eƛ̓m̓ alive. I asked
the elders about the importance of gathering bitterroot for the T<atʔ̓ ayaqn people. I also asked
the elders how to say “for that reason” we continue to gather bitterroot every year. For example,
I mentioned to the elders if the story of the sp̓ eƛ̓m̓ was told, how would the speaker then say,
“that is why it is important.” I asked for this translation because I recalled a few elders using tma
to suggest something along the lines of “that cause” is why it is that way now. Additionally,
bitterroot and the bitterroot digging areas were used to identify proximity of referents to the
speaker by using the scenarios and asking how to say the bitterroot grew here or there.

4.6 Common Ground Scenario
For the purpose of exploring whether demonstratives encode common ground, I used a scenario
that happens often at powwows. Handing out flyers at a powwow is a common practice and I
assumed that it would be a collective memory. The flyers advertise things such as upcoming
powwows, drum contests, and dance specials. Below is an illustration of the typical information
on a powwow flyer.

Figure 6. Powwow flyer
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(Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes, 2016)

The flyers often have a photograph of dancers from previous years. The Arlee Esyapqeyni
‘celebration’ flyer above has a photograph of my late teacher Patlik Pierre.
The powwow flyer scenario helps to determine whether a referent is in the common
ground of the speaker and addressee because the flyers are usually handed out randomly. This
scenario involved being at a powwow handing out powwow flyers and saying “here take this”
without having a conversation before telling the person to take the flyer.

4.7 Ledger Art
I am an Indigenous ledger artist. Ledger art is a contemporary artistic adaptation of prehistoric
Indigenous art found on bison hides, pictographs, and petroglyphs, also known as cave paintings
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and carvings. Ledger art depicts Plains Indian artistry that was traditionally painted on bison
hides, but due to the reduction of the bison populations, tribes started to paint on paper roughly
between 1860s and 1900s (Frank, 2021). Throughout this thesis, I use ledger art to convey
information about my research. I am inspired by old T<atʔ̓ ayaqn black and white photographs and
thus many of the people in my ledger art are my Salish ancestors, including some of the elders
that helped with this research. My art captures Sqélixʷ ‘Indigenous’ floral and geometric designs.
The ledger pieces are a way for me to connect to my ancestors and shed light on their existence.
My art is also an Indigenous approach of teaching T<atʔ̓ ayaqn history, language, and culture.
Cross-culturally art connects peoples to their culture through the art technique and the usage of
specific designs that relates to their identity as a people.

4.8 Indigenous Storytelling
The Salish people have taught through oral storytelling aka sqʷllumt ‘coyote stories’ for
thousands of years as a way of perpetuating culture and history. The majority of Indigenous
Nations did not have a written orthography, thus “[a] storytelling methodology honors that
tradition and the Ancestors…Storytelling enables us to keep the teachings of our Ancestors,
culture, and tradition alive throughout the entire research process” (Brown and Strega, 2005:
242). Salish peoples have documented history and perpetual stories that precede the last ice age.
Thus, I decided that an appropriate way of disseminating my findings in my community in a way
that was accessible without a linguistic background would be to create a children’s book that is
similar to the format of a coyote story.
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I wrote a new story called “Bison and Fox” (see §7) that reflects similar characteristics of
T<atʔ̓ ayaqn coyote stories. I deliberately included many of Nsélišcn demonstratives throughout
the story. I asked each of the elders to translate a few pages of the book so that the result was a
collaboration between the Nsélišcn elders that were a part of this research. I believe that using
ancestral methodologies for teaching keeps the integrity traditional values. In other words, it is
vital to teach language along with culture to contextualize the ways of being and knowing within
the community.

5. THE NSÉLIŠCN DEMONSTRATIVE SYSTEM
Nsélišcn has a rich demonstrative system of words referring to locations of referents. This section
presents the data and analysis of Nsélišcn demonstratives and deictic determiners. My proposal
is that there are three features encoded in the Nsélišcn demonstrative system: proximity,
common ground, and visibility. Several Nsélišcn demonstratives also have corresponding Plains
Indian Sign Language (PISL) gestures.
Previous work has documented many of the Nsélišcn demonstratives. Pete (2011)
classifies several of the Nsélišcn demonstratives as being more specific than other
demonstratives. For example, Pete suggests that the word łiʔe ‘this; here’ means ‘specifically this
one’. Pete states that there are a variety of articles that are often combined with other
morphemes to create demonstratives in Nsélišcn. For instance, Pete shows that ʔe ‘refers to the
presence of something’ appears in many of the Nsélišcn demonstratives (p.770). Additionally, a
document by Čolé (Johnny Arlee, personal communication) provides a list of demonstratives that
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offers similar contexts that describe when the speaker is touching/holding or pointing at the
referents.
What sets my research apart from previous documentation on the Nsélišcn
demonstratives, are that first, I contextualize the use of demonstratives in correlation to the
deictic center. This is the first analysis to do so for demonstratives in Nsélišcn. Secondly, I propose
a new distinguishing factor of shared common ground between the speaker and addressee.
Lastly, I provide a further in-depth analysis of the visibility feature in the Nsélišcn demonstrative
system.

5.1 Proximity
The aim of this section is to demonstrate how proximity is encoded in Nsélišcn demonstratives.
According to Diessel (1999), a proximal demonstrative is used to refer to “an entity near the
deictic center” (p. 2) and a distal demonstrative is used to refer to “a referent that is located at
some distance to the deictic center” (p. 2). In Nsélišcn the speaker is the deictic center, and the
demonstrative system encodes three degrees of proximity: proximal, medial, and distal.
Culturally significant objects were used during data collection to determine proximity. The
sx̣eséstiyé and/or nšlštalqʷtn referents were moved around the speaker in various locations, and
then speakers were asked čen łu sx̣eséstiyé ‘where is the sweetgrass’ or čen łu nšlštalqʷtn ‘where
is the sally bag’. To identify the proximal referents, I first set the referent in the hand of the
speaker. Second, I moved the referent next to the speaker within reaching distance. Third, I
placed the referent a few feet from the speaker. For the medial demonstratives, I continued
placing the referent a few feet further and further away. After 30 feet, I began telling them
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scenarios of where the sx̣eséstiyé or nšlštalqʷtn were located and asked how they would say ‘it
is over there’. The examination of distal demonstratives was based on place names and the
cultural landscape, including general landscape features such as mountains, lakes, hills, and wellknown sites. Figure 7 below illustrates the Nsélišcn demonstratives in relation to the speaker.

Figure 7 Nsélišcn demonstratives

Proximal
Geometric
Medial
Distal
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In Figure 7 above the darkest outer edge includes the distal demonstratives. Next, is the
medial demonstratives that range from 20 to 200 feet from the speaker. The light grey circle
depicts the ye demonstratives that encode a geometric configuration discussed in section 5.4.
The white inner circle represents the proximal categories. łi- demonstratives are the proximal
demonstratives that encode common ground. The demonstratives in the basket łu l 6 łuʔ ‘that
in/on there’ are used for describing non-visible proximal referents. These demonstratives will be
further discussed in the following sections.

5.1.1. Proximal
I propose that within the proximal category (the closest referent location to the speaker), there
are three sub-categories of demonstratives: Proximal 1, Proximal 2, and Proximal 3. Proximal 1
demonstratives are used when the referent is in the hand of the speaker. Proximal 2
demonstratives are used when the referent is within reaching distance of the speaker. Lastly,
Proximal 3 demonstratives are used when the referent is approximately 5 feet away from the
speaker. Table 3 below displays the Nsélišcn proximal demonstratives.

Table 3. Proximal Demonstratives

No Common
Ground
Common Ground
Action/command

PROXIMAL 1
ʔihéʔ
Łihéʔ

PROXIMAL 2
ʔiʔé
l <ʔé, ƛ̓ʔiʔé
Łiʔé
šʔeʔ ‘take this/that’
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PROXIMAL 3
išéʔ
Łišéʔ

Table 3 includes not only the basic Proximal 1-3 demonstratives, but also the proximal
demonstratives that encode common ground (see §5.2). Additionally, the action/command
demonstrative šʔeʔ ‘take this/that’ is used for referents that range from Proximal 1 to the medial
range of approximately 20 feet from the speaker. šʔeʔ is used when the speaker wants the
addressee to do something with the referent (e.g., pick it up). There are proximal demonstratives
that I did not include in Table 2 because they can be used in contexts where the referents are in
a range of distances from the speaker. I classify these additional demonstratives as encoding
geographic configuration and they can be identified as the ye demonstratives (see §5.4). ye and
šey̓ demonstratives are discussed in section 5.4 and 5.5. Figure 8 below illustrates proximal
demonstratives in relation to the speaker.

Figure 8. Proximal figure

1
2
3
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The nšlštalqʷtn referent is used above to show proximal one (in the hand), two (within reaching
distance), and three (a few feet away).

5.1.1.1 Proximal 1
The proximal 1 demonstrative is used when the referent is in the hand of the speaker and occurs
with the morpheme heʔ ‘here, in-hand’. Below are examples of the proximal 1 demonstratives:
(23). Łihéʔ łu
i
es kʷnem
DEM DET 1POSS IRR BRING
‘this one is what I brought’ (Context: the referent is in speaker’s hand)
(24). *łihéʔ
DEM
(Context: the referent is 10 feet away from the speaker)
(25). ʔihéʔ łu sx̣esestiyé,
DEM DET sweetgrass
‘the sweetgrass here’ (Context: the sweetgrass is in the speaker's hand)
(26). *ʔihéʔ łu
in
čłqʷá
DEM DET 1POSS basket
Context: the basket is 5 feet away from the speaker)
The proximal 1 demonstrative łihéʔ ‘this here’ is used in examples (23) as the referent is in the
speaker’s hand. łihéʔ cannot be used for the context in (24), when the referent is ten feet away
from the speaker, and thus the sentence is ungrammatical. Likewise, in example (25) the
demonstrative ʔihéʔ is used as the sweetgrass is in the hand of the speaker. However, in
examples (26), the basket is five feet away from the speaker, so the proximal 1 demonstrative is
ungrammatical. In examples (24) and (26) the use of the proximal 1 demonstrative is
ungrammatical because the proximal 1 demonstratives can only be used when the referent is in
the hand of the speaker.
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5.1.1.2 Proximal 2
Proximal 2 demonstratives are used when the referent is within reaching distance of the speaker.
At the time of utterance, the speaker often points towards the referent. The proximal 2
demonstratives are shown in the following:

(27). ʔiʔé
DEM
‘this/here’
(Context: the referent is within reaching distance of the speaker who is pointing towards it).
(28). l <ʔé
DEM
‘this/here place’
(Context: the referent is in the close surrounding area of the speaker)
The morphophonological difference between the proximal 1 and 2 demonstratives is a deletion
of the [h] and the glottal stop changes position to proceeding the [i]. The particle i(ʔ) refers to an
object that Pete (2011) describes as “specifically noted”. There is another distinction amongst
proximal 1 and proximal 2 demonstratives. This distinction is about whether there is shared
common ground between the speaker and addressee.

5.1.1.3 Proximal 3
I propose that proximal 3 demonstratives are used for referents that occur in range of five to ten
feet away from the deictic center. Similarly, to proximal 1 demonstratives, there is a correlation
between a referent that is in the common ground. išéʔ and łišéʔ encode the same degree of
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proximity with only a difference in the presence of łi, which encodes common ground. Below are
examples of the proximal 3 demonstratives.

(29). išéʔ łu in
p̓ ip̓ uyšn
DEM DET 1POSS car
‘over there is my car’ (Context: car is located 10 feet from the speaker, outside the
house, but visible to the speaker)
(30). *łišéʔ
łu
an
łpmintn
DEM
DET 2POSS. pen
(Context: speaker is holding the pen. No common ground established before this
utterance)
(31). Sx̣esestiyé łišéʔ
sweetgrass DEM
‘That there sweetgrass’ (Context: sweetgrass is located on the other side of the room
and common ground was established with previous discussion about the sweetgrass; in
response to the question 'where is the sweetgrass?')
In (29) above išéʔ refers to the speaker’s car that is outdoors 10 feet from the speaker. However,
łišéʔ cannot be used if the referent has no established common ground (30). In contrast, the
sx̣eséstiyé in example (31) is in the common ground, thus łišéʔ is grammatical. The morpheme
šeʔ- derives from the demonstrative šey̓ ‘that’ (see section 5.8) and combined with iʔ ‘reference
to an object’ is translated as “that object there” (5-10 feet from the speaker). In comparison, the
common ground counterpart is prefixed with ł- “that specific referent”.
Thus far, in this section, I have discussed the three degrees of proximal demonstratives. The
data below are examples of two other types of proximal 3 demonstratives.
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(32). łu č̓ šeʔ
DEM
‘going over to that there’
(Context: referent can be anywhere from 10 feet to 200 yards from the speaker)
(33). Łuweʔ sxesestitiyé łišéʔ
DEM sweetgrass DEM
‘over there is that there sweetgrass’
(Context: the sweetgrass is located 10 feet from the speaker; in response to 'where is
the sweetgrass')
(34). Łuwéʔ es kʷestxʷ sx̣sestiyeʔ
DEM IRR carry-3SG sweetgrass
‘that over there sweetgrass you are holding’
(Context: addressee is 20 feet from the speaker and is holding the sweetgrass)
(35). łuweʔ
‘that there’
(Context: pen is on the floor a few feet away from the speaker)

The demonstrative łu č ̓ šeʔ ‘over to that there’ includes three particles: the determiner łu, the
directional particle č,̓ and šeʔ ‘that’. This demonstrative differs from išéʔ and łišéʔ because of the
additional č ̓ particle that encodes a directional movement towards the referent.
The proximity of a referent encoded by łuwéʔ ‘that there’ can range from proximal 3 to
distal. For instance, in example (33) łišéʔ was included in the phrase along with łuwéʔ and the
referent was 10 feet from the speaker. Thus, łuwéʔ can co-occur with other demonstratives that
provide additional information about the location of the referent within the range of proximal 3
to distal. In addition to encoding proximity there are other proximal demonstratives that are used
when the referent is not visible to the speaker.
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5.1.2 Medial
There are several medial demonstratives in Nsélišcn. They can also be identified as the ci
demonstratives. Medial demonstratives are used for referents that vary between ten feet up to
a few hundred feet in relation to the deictic center. The medial demonstratives all include the
particle ci that refers to a referent that is at a distance further than ten feet, yet visible to the
speaker. The following table summarizes the medial demonstratives. Figure 9 provides a
corresponding illustration.

Table 4. Medial Demonstratives
Medial Demonstratives
Łi č̓ ciʔ

Gloss
‘Over towards that’

38.

i č̓ ciʔ
łu č̓ ciʔ

39.

ci č̓ ciʔ

‘Over that direction’

40.

ci yéʔ

‘Those over there (plural)’

41.

Łiciʔ

‘That specific one over there’

36.
37.

‘That specific one in that direction’
‘Over towards that there’
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Figure 9. Medial

200 yards

The particles that make up the medial demonstratives provide further meaning. When ci
occurs at the end of the demonstrative an additional glottal stop is inserted. č ̓ ‘directional’
particle is used to express the meaning of being in motion or heading towards a certain direction.
In (36) Łi č ̓ ciʔ ‘That specific one in that direction’ includes łi ‘specific reference’ that can only be
used with shared common knowledge between speaker and addressee. In comparison, (41) Łiciʔ
‘That specific one over there’ does not consist of the directional č.̓ (36) and (41) have similar
meanings, however, (41) does not suggest that the specific referent has any kind of motion or
direction.
In example (37) i č ̓ ciʔ ‘over towards that there’, i ‘explicit reference’ is used when
referencing a particular object. i is included in the construction of łi, however, when i occurs by
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itself it no longer encodes common ground. The Nsélišcn medial demonstrative ci yéʔ ‘Those over
there (plural)’ includes the particle ye, which implies the surrounding location of the speaker.
When ye occurs in combination with ci it suggests that the referent is visible in the surrounding
area of the speaker and seems to imply plurality.
Lastly, the following two demonstratives are similar in function but vary in the deictic
determiner usage.

(42). Ci č̓ ciʔ sx̣esx̣stiyé
DEM sweetgrass
‘the sweetgrass over there’

(43). łu č̓ ciʔ epł citxʷ
DEM has house
‘there is a house over there’
In both constructions, the directional particle č ̓ and the deictic determiner ciʔ occur, though, the
demonstrative construction in (42) includes ci and in (43) includes łu. The łu deictic determiner
marks the object of reference, whereas ci č ̓ ciʔ refers to the deictic determiner that is at distance
but visible to the speaker and becomes reduplicated as a way to express ‘towards that visible
referent over there’. The medial demonstratives may occur by themselves, or can additionally
include a noun phrase, as shown in the data above.
To summarize, medial demonstratives are further than ten feet from the deictic center,
yet visible to the speaker. The particle ci occurs in each of the Nsélišcn medial demonstratives.
The language combines individual particles to create distinct meanings in the medial referents.
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5.1.3 Distal Demonstratives

200+ yards
(non-visible)

The distal demonstratives refer to faraway objects, at a range of 200 feet and further from the
speaker. For instance, łu č ̓ łuʔ ‘way over that direction’ is used to refer to objects that are out of
sight and for referents that are the furthest possible distance from the speaker. This
demonstrative often communicates a directional referent within a range of 200 feet and further.
The examples below exhibit the distal demonstratives.
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Table 5. Distal Demonstratives
#

Demonstratives

Gloss

44

łu tl < łuʔ

from that there

45

t łuʔ

over that direction

46

č̓ łuʔ

over that way

47

Łuwéʔ č̓ łu

way over there

48

Łu č̓ łuʔ

That direction

Example (44) has the particle tl 6 ‘from’ indicates a source, or point of origin (Pete, 2011).
Some distal demonstratives can, in certain contexts, identify referents that are in the
medial range. For instance, Łu č ̓ łuʔ ‘over there’ (48) was used when the speaker was referring to
a vehicle that was approximately 100 feet away. This Łu č ̓ łuʔ ‘over there’ demonstrative is similar
to English over there that can be used for a referent twenty feet away, and over that way that
can be used when describing something in a particular direction.
Though the Łu č ̓ łuʔ demonstrative can be used for medial distances from the speaker, it
is distinct in the way that it is the only one that can be used for referents that are at great
distances from the speaker. While they can refer to medial range, the demonstrative Łu č ̓ łuʔ,
Łuwéʔ č ̓ łu, č ̓ łuʔ generally refer to distal. Therefore, I propose that the distal demonstratives of
Nsélišcn are distant directional expressions.

5.2 Common Ground
The łi- particle is used in the Nsélišcn demonstrative system to imply a particular referent is in
the common ground of the speaker and hearer. According to Vogt (1940) łi is a combination of łu
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‘DET’ and i/ iʔ ‘reference to an object’. [u] is deleted from łu and it becomes łi ‘this one’ that can
only be used for referents that are known to both the speaker and addressee. Stalnaker (2002,
p.701) defines common ground as a "presumed background information shared by participants
in a conversation" The demonstratives that include łi refer to a specific referent, such as “this
very one, right here”. The following examples illustrate the use of the shared common ground
demonstratives.

49. ʔihéʔ
DEM
‘here take this’ (Context: speaker at a powwow giving out flyers to addressees; no
common ground)
50. *łiheʔ
DEM
‘here’ (Context: speaker at a powwow giving out flyers to addressees; no common
ground)
51. Łiheʔ speƛ̓m̓
łu
qe nxʷlxʷiltn
DEM bitterroot DET 1PL life
‘this bitterroot is our life’ (Context: previous discussion between speaker and addressee
about the specific bitterroot)

Example (50) demonstrates that if the speaker uses a common ground demonstrative łiheʔ ‘this
one here’ without previous mention to the hearer the phrase is ungrammatical.
All the examples above are proximal 1 demonstratives. However, common ground
extends to each degree of proximity. There are łi common ground demonstratives in each of the
degrees of proximity in the Nsélišcn demonstrative system. Below is a table of the
demonstratives that encode common ground.
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Table 6. Common Ground Demonstratives
#

Demonstrative

Gloss

52

Łihéʔ

This here (proximal 1)

53

łiʔé

this/here (proximal 2)

54

Łišéʔ

That there (proximal 3)

55

Łi č̓ ciʔ

Over there (medial)

56

Łiciʔ

That one over there (medial)

The common ground demonstratives occur in with each proximal and medial locations. The distal
demonstratives do not encode common ground.

5.3 Visibility
Visibility is one of the functions of proximal demonstratives, however, it is not distinguished in
medial and distal demonstratives. Nsélišcn does not have an overt marker for the non-visible
demonstratives. However, the use of demonstratives indicates whether referent is visible or nonvisible. The following examples illustrate the demonstratives used for visible and non-visible
referents near the speaker.
57. iʔé łu sxesestiyé
DEM DET sweetgrass
’here is the sweetgrass’
(Context: sweetgrass on the speakers lap and is visible to the speaker)
L łu sxesestiyé
58. Ye lʔé
DEM DET sweetgrass
‘around here is the sweetgrass’
(Context: sweetgrass is on the lap of the speaker and is cover with a pillow making the
referent non-visible)
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59. šey
łu sxesestiyé
DEM DET sweetgrass
‘that sweetgrass’
(Context: sweetgrass is on the bed a few feet away from the speaker)
60. Łu l L łuʔ
DEM
‘It is in there’
(Context: sweetgrass is in a bag a few feet away from the speaker and is non-visible)
In examples (57) and (58) the sxesestiyé is placed in the same location, on the speaker’s lap, and
only differ in visibility. Example (57) iʔé łu sx̣esestiyé ‘the sweet grass is right here’ was
constructed when the referent was visible and on the lap. Afterwards, the referent was covered
with a pillow and the speaker produced example (58) ye l 6ʔe łu sx̣esestiyé ‘the sweetgrass is here’.
The construction in example (58) can also be used in utterances referring to a referent in the
surrounding area (see §5.4 below for further discussion). For instance, the sx̣eséstiyé that is
covered by a pillow in (58) and is non-visible but is still in the surrounding area of the speaker,
can be described using the construction ye l 6ʔé ‘In this here place’. iʔé ‘here’ occurs when the
referent is visible and within reaching distance of the speaker. Similarly, in examples (59) and (60)
the sxesestiyé is in the same proximal 3 placement, but varies only in visibility. In example (60) łu
l 6 łuʔ ‘It is in there’ has a preposition l < ‘in/on’ combined with the deictic determiner łu, that
together constructs a deictic utterance of a referent that is in or on an entity. The demonstrative
šey̓ ‘that’ can be used in a wide range of proximity and temporal utterances (see section 5.5).
These examples show that Nsélišcn demonstratives encode a distinction between visible and
non-visible referents.
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5.4 Ye Demonstratives
The ye demonstratives encode a geographic configuration of the valley and location surrounding
the deictic center. Ye occurs in proximal, medial, and some distal contrasts. Ye encodes proximity,
as well as a geographic axis of mountains and natural barriers in a location. According to a spatial
deixis study, “Spatial demarcation other than a distance axis refers to geometric axes such as [up,
down, side, in (interior), out (exterior), other side]; geographic axes such as [upriver, downriver,
uphill, downhill, in landward, sea-ward, parallel to coastline]; and cardinal axes such as [north,
̓ ‘Over
east, west, south]” (Imai, 2003). An example of the geographic axis in Nsélišcn is Ye čʔe
here’. The context of this construction is a speaker in Camas Prairie saying where a siblings house
̓ is relatively close to the speaker,
was located in Camas Prairie. The speaker stated that Ye čʔe
because you cannot use it for referring to Hot Springs (the town over from Camas Prairie). Hot
Springs is only 12 miles away from Camas Prairie; however, a mountain range separates the
towns. The geographic configurations are often separated by mountains, though flat regions rely
on visibility.
The combination of ye with other particles results in a demonstrative meaning that
implies the referent is within the surrounding area. The ye demonstratives can refer to referents
that are visible or non-visible, depending on the context. For example, Ye l 6ʔé łu sxesestitiyé ‘The
sweetgrass is around here’ is used in a context where the sweetgrass is on the lap of the speaker
and is covered with a pillow. The referent in this example is non-visible in this instance but was
still near the speaker. Ye lʔe u čn es yeʔym ‘here is where I weave’ refers to the house where the
speaker was residing.
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Each of the ye demonstratives have a distinct meaning used for certain situations. The
context is essential for knowing the location and distance of the referent from the deictic center.
Table 7 below summarizes the ye demonstratives.

Table 7. Ye Demonstratives

61
62
63
64
65
66
1. 67

Demonstrative
ye l <ʔé,
ye čč̓ ʔe
̓
ye cččʔéʔ
̓
ye čʔe
ye č̓ łuʔ
ye tl < ʔe
ye tʔe

Gloss
around here (surrounding speaker)
little that way
this way, coming direction
over there, this direction
towards this here
from this point/place
over here/there

The demontratives in (62), (63), (64), and (65) above include the directional particle č ̓ ‘motion
̓ u čn xʷist ‘I walk over there’ indicates the direction towards that
towards’. For example, ye čʔé
̓ ‘in this coming direction’ has an
place over there, where the speaker walks. Whereas ye cčʔé
additional affix c- ‘to me’ signifying that the direction of motion is towards the speaker’s location.
In a situation where the speaker is near a walking trail and the addressee is going toward another
̓ u čn xʷist ‘I walk right over here’.
walking path, the speaker could use the sentence ye cčʔe
Example (67) ye tʔe ‘over here/there’ can be used to refer to a place used in a past
situation. This demonstrative includes the particle t which is a preposition and/or denotes
secondary information (Pete, 2011). For example, the construction Ye tʔe u šiʔu ‘over here is
where it passed through’ is used for a referent that is no longer there. Ye tʔe can also be used if
it is something seasonal that grows, such as bitterroot that grows in the spring. A speaker can
refer to the place where the bitterroot grows by using ye tʔe.
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Lastly, the demonstrative in (65) ye č ̓ łuʔ ‘towards this here’ also suggests a directional
̓
meaning. The difference between ye č ̓ łuʔ and the demonstratives in (63) ye cččʔéʔ
and (64) ye
̓ is that the demonstratives in (63) and (64) refer to a place, as in (68) below, whereas ye č ̓ łuʔ
čʔe
refers to an object.

̓ u čn xʷist
(68). ye čʔe
‘I walk over there’ (in sight)

5. 5 Vowel lengthening
Vowel lengthening appears throughout Nsélišcn to emphasize duration or length. Vowel
lengthening is often found in T<atʔ̓ ayqn storytelling. Vowel lengthening in the Nsélišcn
demonstratives emphasizes the distance away from the speaker and can also be a way of giving
directions to someone. A lengthened vowel in the demonstrative, therefore, suggests that
something is even further away than another reference. Examples of vowel lengthening in
demonstratives is show in the following examples.

(69). Ci č̓ cií łu in citxʷ
DEM DET POSS house
‘My house is way over there’
(70). Łuweeé č̓ łu iše qe x̣ectm t sp̓ eƛ̓m̓
DEM
DEM 1PL dig DET bitterroot
‘over there is where we dig bitterroot’ (speaker located in Spokane, WA referencing
Camas Prairie, MT)
(71). Čn łuweé
1SG DEM
‘I am over there/that way’
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̓ has a distal demonstrative with additional
Example (70) Łuweeé č ̓ łu iše qe x̣ectm t sp̓eƛm̓
lengthening of [e] that suggests the referent is far away. The speaker was referencing the
bitterroot dig site about 200 miles away. The vowel lengthening helps to emphasize the distance
from the speaker.

5.6 Plains Indian Sign Language
This section is discusses the relationship between Plains Indian Signs Language and
demonstratives that is used amongst the T<atʔ̓ ayqn. Plains Indian Sign Language (PISL) is used
amongst many of the Plains tribes. That said, however, PISL goes beyond those boarders and is
practiced in Mexico, New York, and in Alaska. Cabeza de Vaca was the first to document PISL in
the sixteenth century (McCay, 1996). An example of the PISL sign for ‘good’ is shown in Figure
10.
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Figure 10. Sign for X̣ est ‘good’

According to McCay (1996), PISL is used for intertribal communication between different
Indigenous languages. It is a Linga franca language that is used amongst tribes with mutually
unintelligible languages. PISL has many uses, such as storytelling, ceremonial purposes, and
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oratory events (e.g., West, 1960). Tomkins (1969) observed that PISL signers kept a nonexpressive face while signing, whereas American Sign language (ASL) has many facial expressions.
The Nsélišcn term for Plains Indian Sign Language is Stq̓ lséčt. Both Nsélišcn and Stq̓ lséčt
are used simultaneously in the speech community, though Stq̓ lséčt is predominantly used by the
male speakers of Nsélišcn. Deafness is not the reason that Salish use sign language. Instead PISL
is a way to communicate with other tribes. Historically it was often used as a trade language that
made it possible for tribes to be able to communicate with each other. Stq̓ lséčt is an integral part
of Salish history and storytelling.

Figure 11. Proximal deictic gesture
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The Nsélišcn demonstratives are typically used while simultaneously gesturing towards the
referent. The proximal 1 deictic sign is a slight raising of the hand with the referent. The main
functioning hand is the right hand that typically indicates the subject of the phrase. Thus, the
deictic gestures are conveyed using the right hand. Using the pointer finger to direct people is
considered impolite and can be understood as sending bad medicine. Hence, the deictic hand
signs are expressed by gesturing with all the fingers together pointing towards the referent.
The proximal 2 deictic sign, illustrated in Figure 11 above, is a flat open hand with the
palm facing down with the elbow against the torso. The right-hand is the only hand that motions
towards the referent. Each of the other deictic gestures occur in the same hand placement,
though they vary in the extension of the right arm. In the proximal 3 sign, the right arm extends
a couple of inches from the torso. Medial deictic gestures extend a few inches from the torso and
the arm slightly bent. The distal deictic gestures occur with the arm fully extended in the direction
of the referent.

5.7 Indigenous Lip Pointing
An additional deictic gestural option is the Indian sp̓ limcn ‘lip’ pointing. The Nsélišcn
demonstratives are stated first, followed by the lip pointing. The hand signs and lip pointing,
however, do not coincide with each other.
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Figure 12. Indigenous Lip Pointing

Proximal lip pointing, illustrated in Figure 12 above, is achieved by puckering the lips and a gaze
switch with the head facing towards the referent. Medial lip pointing occurs with the protruding
of both lips and a slight tilt of the head towards the referent. The distal lip pointing occurs by
tilting the head far back, sticking out the chin, along with the puckering of the lips.
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6. CONCLUSION
This thesis has examined several features of the Nsélišcn demonstrative system. I proposed three
main features in the Nsélišcn demonstrative system: proximity of a referent in correlation to the
speaker, common ground, and visibility. I argued that the indicator of common ground between
the speaker and hearer of a referent is the affix łi-. I proposed that the Nsélišcn demonstrative
system encodes three degrees of proximity from the speaker: proximal, medial, and distal. The
Nsélišcn deictic center is the speaker, thus the demonstratives are expressed according to the
location of the referent in relation to the speaker. I proposed that there are three further degrees
encoded in the proximal demonstratives. Proximal 1, 2, and 3 have two sets of demonstratives
with closely related meanings: one set is used when the referent is in the common ground
between the speaker and hearer and the other set is used when it is not. Visibility of the referent
is important in the proximal to medial demonstratives but does not appear to matter for the
distal demonstratives. There is not an overt marker for visibility, however, it is distinguished
based on the context and alternative demonstratives used when a referent is hidden from sight.
This study implemented Indigenous methodology through storytelling, culturally
significant referents, and Indigenous ledger art to uncover and present the Nsélišcn
demonstrative system.

7. DISSIMINATION OF FINDINGS IN THE SALISH COMMUNITY
In this section, I discuss the development of language teaching materials based on the findings
of this thesis. I want to disseminate my findings within the Salish community to help with
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language revitalization by teaching the Nsélišcn demonstratives, along with many other Nsélišcn
topics, in the community.
The Bison and Fox story that I wrote closely resembles coyote stories that are part of
Salish oral traditions. The translations of the story helped to understand the ways that speakers
use demonstratives in oral stories. The translations of the story also assisted with the creation of
a children’s book that will be used to disseminate my findings in the Salish community.
The story is about Bison and Fox. Several different demonstratives are used throughout
the book. The Salish elders that were a part of this study helped translate the story. Figure 13
below is a page from the book.
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Figure 13. Bison and Fox
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7.2 The Bison and Fox story
Fox saw buffalo. He asked what’s in your heart?
Buffalo looked at the mountain in the distance and said I am going over there
for this (while holding a x̣sx̣as).
Then he said look here (while gesturing at a pecéʔ on near his feet).
I made a new digging stick.
From that chock cherry bush over there (gesturing across the river).
Come visit me at my camp over there (gesturing toward the trees in the near distance
but the camp was out of site).
Fox agreed and they went to buffalo‘s camp.
Once they arrived buffalo said this here place (gesturing arm in the air and in a circle) is
where I set up my tipi, but it was gone.
They saw tracks in the mud. Buffalo said it going over that direction.
They began following the track and noticed antelope carrying that stolen tipi.
Fox said look at those over there (gesturing at a pile of canoes).
Fox said let’s paddle around the bend and snatch up the tipi (sqʷʔeʔ).
Over there in that spot, let’s get in the water said fox (l < šey).
They started going downstream.
Fox said from this place we will start paddling to get a little that way (ye čč̓ ʔe).
Buffalo pointed at stump and asked right here (they were next to the stump) (łiʔe).
Fox said yeah here is a rope (ihéʔ).
The canoe began to tip. Fox said look there (šey).
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It was salmon trying to tip the canoe.
Fox grabbed red and yellow Indian paint and drew a red line across their bodies and
dotted yellow spots.
Fox yelled join in there and swim like a salmon (n̓ šéy̓).
They saw a bridge upstream.
Buffalo said we are here Jump to this bridge (qe l <ʔe, ye).
That very/same one antelope was just getting to there (išéy̓, č̓ šéy̓).
Buffalo said that tipi is mine (ci). Antelope throw two tipis on the ground and said this
one is yours (while pointing at it) (łiʔé).
He walked it to buffalo and said here (ʔihéʔ).
No, that one over there exclaimed buffalo (łuwéʔ).
Antelope said, No, well this is the one you are looking for (ƛ̓ʔiʔé).
What is this? It is tiny? (łihéʔ).
Over at that place (out of sight) is where my huge tipi stood (ye tʔé).
It used to be there (ƛ̓m l < šey).
Those over there tipi poles are for my large tipi (ci yeʔ or łiciʔ).
This darn one here antelope is lying.
Antelope said, “well it is that one” and starting to sneak off (ƛ̓šey̓).
Buffalo grabbed antelope and said because you lied I am going to make an example of
you. Buffalo used his powers to put antelope of his tipi and said “he stays here”(ʔiʔé
l <ʔe). From that day antelope became the art of bison’s tipi (tl < šey̓).
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APPENDICES
i es lemtm x̣ʷl < Čolé u sckʷuls x̣ʷl < kʷƛ̓epm łu Nsélišcn ‘I am thankful for Johny Arlee and all of the
work on revitalizing Nsélišcn. Nexʷ lemt łu i spúʔus łu x̣ʷl < Tachini nqlixʷcn scqeyims ‘My heart is
also thankful for Tachini Pete’s documentation on Nsélišcn. They have both been instrumental
in our success of language reclamation and revitalization efforts in our Séliš community. The
demonstratives list in Appendix 1 includes demonstratives identified in their work.
Appendix 1: Nsélišcn Demonstratives List
1. ʔihéʔ ‘here in-hand, P1’
2. łihéʔ ‘here in-hand, CG, P1’
3. łiʔé ‘this here, CG, P2’
4. ʔiʔé ‘this one, P2’
5. išéʔ ‘that there, P3’
6. łišéʔ ‘that there, CG, P3’
7. Łi c̓̌ ciʔ ‘That specific one over that direction’
8. i c̓̌ ciʔ ‘Over towards that there’
9. łu c̓̌ ciʔ ‘Over towards that there’
10. ci c̓̌ ciʔ ‘over that direction
11. ci yéʔ ‘Those over there (plural)
12. Łiciʔ ‘That specific one over there’
13. l <ʔe - ‘this here’
14. ƛ̓ʔiʔé – ‘well it’s here’
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15. łi č̓ ciʔ ‘Over there’
16. łiciʔ ‘That one over there’,
17. ye l <ʔé ‘around here’
18. ye čč̓ ʔe ‘little that way’
̓
19. ye cččʔéʔ
‘this way, coming direction’
̓ ‘over there, this direction’
20. ye čʔe
21. ye č̓ łuʔ ‘towards this here’
22. ye tl < ʔe ‘from this point/place’
23. ye tʔe ‘over here/there’
24. łu tl < łuʔ ‘from that there’
25. t łuʔ ‘over that direction’
26. č̓ łuʔ ‘over that way’
27. łuwéʔ č̓ łu ‘way over there’
28. łu č̓ łuʔ ‘That direction’
29. šʔeʔ ‘take this/that, command’
30. l <ʔeš ‘remain here, command’
31. iʔéš ‘remain right here, command’
32. ʔiʔé tl < ʔe ‘from here’
33. ʔiʔé l <ʔe ‘here it is’
34. ʔiʔé č̓ ʔe ‘towards this place’
̓ ‘a little this way’
35. ʔiʔé čč̓ ʔe
̓ ‘a little this way from there’
36. ʔiʔé cčč̓ ʔe
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37. ʔiʔé t ʔe ‘through here’
38. šey̓ ‘that’
39. tl < šey̓ ‘form that place’
40. t šey̓ ‘by that’
41. l <šey̓ ‘in that place’
42. č̓ šey̓ ‘movement towards a place’
43. ƛ̓šey̓ ‘well it is that one’
44. łu tl < šey̓ ‘from that there place’
45. ƛ̓m l < šey̓ ‘it used to be there’
46. Łiłuʔ ‘that one in general’

Appendix 2: Coyote, Fox, and the Monsters
Snčl̓ <e u łu sk<ʷuys čtl <ihé u l <c̓íʔiʔ. u x̣ʷax̣ʷaá u łu sk<ʷuys ye tl < čtl <ihéčn u l <c̓íʔiʔ. stm̓ méʔelis łu
snčl̓ <e u x̣ʷax̣ʷaá. u łu sk<ʷúʔuys snkʷsxʷtéʔew̓ s. t nk<ʷa, łu snčl̓ <e es šálli, i čmi u es
łq̓ ʷtwíl <ši. sewntm łu t sk<ʷuys, ha kʷ es čc̓aʔlé? cu, ta, I čn x̣es. x̣ʷa k<ʷnšasq̓ t u cuntm łu t
sk<ʷuys, xʷuyš ƛ̓e n̓ e k<ʷis wiʔnúmtš.; łu t sk<ʷuys cuntm, hoy yetłx̣ʷáʔ m̓ qʷo x̣ʷelstxʷ. n̓ em
č̓ sčłpƛ̓metkʷ nisq̓ ʷʔót m̓ kʷ qs xʷúyi, łu stú̓ lixʷ a qs x̣cmim łu x̣ʷl < i sic sqélixʷ púti qs
ciapmí. n̓ em esyáʔ łu nʔałisqélixʷ m̓ qʷmqʷmntexʷ še ta q es méʔečstmis łu sic sqélixʷ.
n̓ e ta sqʷmntexʷ łu nʔałisqélixʷ, łu sqlqélixʷ n̓ em esyáʔ uł qʷn̓ qʷeyn̓ t t snčl̓ <e sk<ʷuys
xʷic̓štm t mus esčp̓ l <p̓ l <k<ʷíc̓eʔ. cuntm,;ihéʔ ye mus esčp̓ l <p̓ l <k<ʷíc̓eʔ stm̓ tem̓ łu a qł
̓ łu kʷ qs ƛ̓l <l <mi u nexʷ lu n̓ e u
nyopiyéw̓ tn, u a qs syoyoót.nexʷ a qł nxʷlxʷiltn n̓ e kʷ čč̓ ʔit
pulstmtt snčl̓ <e tl < ci čp̓ l <k<ʷíc̓eʔis łu mus esčp̓ l <p̓ l <k<ʷíc̓eʔ esq̓ cq̓ ̓ éc̓t łu n̓ e qs kʷests łu l <
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scxʷstlwists. šey̓ łu suméšs. hoy cuntm łu t sk<ʷuys, kʷekʷst m̓ kʷ en̓ és kʷ xʷist łu č̓
snp̓ aq̓ cín łu č̓ sčłpƛ̓metkʷ. m̓ kʷ xʷuy łu č̓ sx̣cin, kʷ x̣ʷeycm t siyáy̓qs m̓ yey̓ntxʷ kʷ qs k<ʷúl <i
t ƛ̓ʔye. n̓ em kʷ niʔék<ʷ ci t sčłpƛ̓metkʷ l < an ƛ̓ʔye, n̓ em wičntxʷ esłmmóq̓ ʷ l < šey̓ m̓ kʷ šalút.
n̓ e kʷ łqa m̓ l < šey̓ u m̓ wekʷntxʷ łu an ƛ̓ʔye m̓ tl < šey̓ m̓ kʷ xʷist. tl < šey̓ m̓ kʷ čtax̣ʷlé es
qʷmstexʷ łu nʔałisqélixʷ. pn̓ es nłk<ʷk<ʷmistxʷ, łu nʔałisqélixʷ n̓ em es pulstms m̓ xʷʔit kʷ
qs ƛ̓lilłu t sk<ʷuys cuntm, łu a sínceʔ x̣ʷax̣ʷaá n̓ em es cʔaw̓ tpá, n̓ em ełxʷlxʷilstms. kʷemt
séwneʔ łu snčl <e, l < šey̓ u ʔax̣éyst łu cuntm. l < kʷekʷst u en̓ és łu č̓ snp̓ aq̓ cín u xʷist łu č̓ sx̣cin
u x̣ʷeycm t siyáy̓qs u k<ʷul <m t ƛ̓ʔye. hoy lʕap niʔék<ʷ łu t sčłpƛ̓metkʷ, šalút ye l < esłmmóq̓ ʷ
u l < šey̓ u wékʷis łu ƛ̓ʔyeʔs łu l < słqa. kʷemt snčl̓ <e čtax̣ʷlé xʷist welkʷp łu č̓ nʔałisqélixʷ
stú̓ lixʷs. hoy łu x̣ʷax̣ʷaá es k<ʷis čxʷimsqé łu č̓ snkʷsixʷs, snčl̓ <e. cuntm t sk<ʷúk<ʷiʔs,;ƛ̓e qe
̓
x̣ʷelłts en̓ és. niʔék<ʷmis łu sčłpƛ̓metkʷ qs plpulstms łu uł nʔałisqé čupéls
łu x̣ʷax̣ʷaá u
ełxʷúy łu č̓ citxʷs u čmi u es łq̓ ʷtwíl <ši. sewntm łu t sk<ʷuys, ha kʷ es čc̓aʔléx̣ʷax̣ʷaá cúti,
̓
ta, čn es čupélsi
x̣ʷl < in qecč. cuntm łu t sk<ʷuys, xʷuyš ew̓ tépnt łu a snkʷsixʷcuntm, n̓ em
nšiyúsntxʷ łu č̓ snp̓ aq̓ cín m̓ nexʷ kʷ qs k<ʷúl <i t ƛ̓ʔye m̓ kʷ niʔék<ʷ t sčłpƛ̓metkʷ, n̓ em nexʷ
kʷ ʔax̣éylm łu t a snkʷsixʷ. cuntm,;n̓ e kʷ k<ʷłči, m̓ kʷ xʷist n̓ em tʔe swe m̓ cunts, “č̓ šey̓ u
pulstm łu a snkʷsixʷ, snčl̓ <e kʷ ʔax̣éylm łu t i scʔuwéwlš, n̓ em ełcxʷlxʷílstxʷ łu a snkʷsixʷ
cuntm, ƛ̓uʔƛ̓ʔúsiš n̓ e kʷ wičm t łkʷk<ʷnu spum u sc̓m̓c̓om̓ , m̓ l < sic̓m m̓ čłqmntexʷ m̓
nkʷentxʷ łu an qʷelm. n̓ em ełcxʷlxʷílt łu snčl̓ <e. n̓ em hewhéwlš m̓ cu łq̓ eylš qs méłisti x̣ʷl <
itšéne u x̣ʷa ʔitšta kʷ qs x̣ʷc̓enwé łu l < a snkʷsixʷ, pn̓ cuntxʷ, t nʔałisqélixʷ u pulstmt. n̓ em
ełnłk<ʷk<ʷmís łu nʔałisqélixʷ m̓ nte qs pulstms. a qs cunm łu a snkʷsixʷ, ta kʷ qs xʷuy, pn̓
ta qes sunúmt łu snčl̓ <e m̓ šey̓ m̓ k<ʷis pulsts łu nʔałisqé x̣ʷax̣ʷaá ʔax̣éylm łu t sk<ʷuys
cuntm, ta sl <kʷut sʔen̓ és łu l < nʔałisqélixʷ stú̓ lixʷs, tʔe swe cuntm ƛ̓lil < łu snčl̓ <e. cuntm łu
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x̣ʷax̣ʷaá łu l < čen̓ u pulstm łu snčl̓ <e, kʷemt č̓ šey̓ u xʷuy. ƛ̓ʔem u wičm t łkʷk<ʷnu spum u t
łkʷk<ʷnu sc̓om̓ . xʷépleʔxʷis łu sic̓ms, čłqamís łu sc̓om̓ u spum l < šey̓ u čtax̣ʷlé nkʷnem. i
x̣ʷeʔłé u ełcxʷilxʷílt łu snčl̓ <e. hewhéwlš cúti, čn łq̓ eylš čI qs méłisti, x̣ʷa imí u čn
ʔitš.x̣ʷax̣ʷaá ta sxʷc̓nwe. i čmi u cúti, nʔałisqélixʷ u pulstmssnčl̓ <e i kʷemt u cúti, i qs
pulstm ci nʔałisqéx̣ʷax̣ʷaá lemt łu ełwíčis łu snčl̓ <e, tam ntélsmis qe eł es pulstm u cu, ta
kʷ qs xʷuy pn̓ ta séwneʔ łu snčl̓ <e u l <c̓iʔsts t x̣ʷax̣ʷaá qs en̓ ési. xʷʔit łu uł nʔałisqélixʷ łu
qʷmntes t snčl̓ <e x̣ʷl < yoyoót łu suméšts, pn̓ nex̣ʷ xʷʔit łu pulstm łu snčl̓ <e. l < sčsax̣ms
snp̓ aq̓ cín u epł čłq̓ li l < šey̓ u epł nʔałisqélixʷ u es l <c̓iʔ ci č̓ ništétkʷ, ntuk<ʷ łu skʷests. mus
spulstm łu snčl̓ <e ye t nʔałisqélixʷ u mus ełcxʷlxʷílstm łu t x̣ʷax̣ʷaá. ye put cil qs pulstms u
t snčl̓ <e čtém̓ mis esyáʔ łu sisyústis u ax̣l <lwist u plstnúis łu ntuk<ʷ nʔałisqélixʷ. łu tl < šey̓,
niʔék<ʷmis ye čłkʷtnetkʷ t snčl̓ <e, ye č̓ snp̓ aq̓ cín č̓ epł čsunkʷ u ew̓ tépntm t x̣ʷax̣ʷaá.
kʷemt yetłx̣ʷáʔ snčl̓ <e u x̣ʷax̣ʷaá l < šey̓ u es ʔayéʔew̓ ti ye l < čsunkʷ. n̓ e npƛ̓mus ye stú̓ lixʷ
n̓ em qe ełwíʔičntm.
(Kalispel Tribe, 2010)
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